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The holomorphically ultrabornological spaces are introduced. Their relation with 
other holomorphically significant classes of locally convex spaces is established and 
separating examples are given. Some apparently new properties of holomorphically 
barrelled spaces are included and holomorphically ultrabornological spaces are 
utilized in a problem posed by Nachbin. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The holomorphic classification of locally convex spaces, analogous to the 
classification in the linear theory of locally convex spaces, was done by 
Nachbin [ 14, 15, 161 and Barroso, Matos, and Nachbin [3,4], introduc- 
ing concepts as holomorphically bornological, holomorphically barrelled, 
and holomorphically Mackey spaces (which we shall call Mackey-Nachbin 
spaces). 
It will be shown that a family of holomorphic mappings is bounded on 
finite dimensional compact subsets if and only if it is bounded on fast con- 
vergent sequences. This observation together with the classical charac- 
terization of ultrabornological ocally convex spaces, leads us to define the 
holomorphically and polynomially ultrabornological spaces. 
In this article relations between these classes and the known ones are 
obtained and separating examples are given. We also give some properties 
of holomorphically barrelled spaces and we utilize the holomorphically 
ultrabornological spaces in a problem posed by Nachbin (17) (Problem 3, 
“Holomorphy by composition”). 
All topological vector spaces will be assumed to be complex. Unless 
stated otherwise, E and F denote locally convex spaces and U a nonvoid 
open subset of E. The set of all continuous seminorms on E is denoted by 
CS(E). If I is a set, we denote by /“(I, F) the space of all bounded map- 
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pings from Z into F. A collection E of mappings from U into F is amply 
bounded if the collection PO,? is locally bounded for every /I E CS(F); in 
particular, a mapping f: U -+ F is amply bounded if Z := (f} is amply 
bounded. If A is an absolutely convex bounded subset of E we denote by 
E, the normed space on the linear hull of A normed by the Minkowski 
functional of A. A sequence (x,),~ N of elements of E is said to be fast con- 
vergent to x,, in E if there is an absolutely convex bounded set A c E such 
that E, is a Banach space, (x,),, N and x0 lie in E, and such that x, con- 
verges to x0 in E,. A set A c E is said to be fast compact in E if there is an 
absolutely convex bounded set Bc E such that E, is a Banach space, A is 
contained in E, and is compact in E,. 
We shall use freely the notations and terminology of (4), (9), and (13) 
for infinite holomorphy and (12) for the linear theory of locally convex 
spaces. 
1. HOLOMORPHICALLY ULTRABORNOLOGICAL SPACES 
We recall the definitions given in (4): 
DEFINITION 0. (a) A given E is a holomorphically bornological space 
if, for every U and every F, we have that each mapping f: U -+ F belongs to 
X( U; F) if f is G-holomorphic and f is bounded on every compact subset 
of u. 
(b) A given E is a holomorphically infrabarrelled (resp. holo- 
morphically barrelled) space is, for every U and every F, we have that each 
collection B c X( U; F) is amply bounded if z is bounded on every com- 
pact (resp. finite dimensional compact) subset of U. 
(c) A given E is a Mackey-Nachbin space if, for every U and every 
F, we have that each mapping f: U + F belongs to H( U; F) if f is weakly 
holomorphic, that is, cp of E X(U) for every cp E F. 
Now, we give the following: 
DEFINITION 1. A given E is said to be a holomorphically ultrabor- 
nological space if, for every U and every F, each mapping f: U + F belongs 
to X( U; F) if f is G-holomorphic and f is bounded on every fast 
convergent sequence of U. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that Definition 1 remains if we take fast 
compact subsets of U instead of fast convergent sequences of U. 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the above 
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definitions and a well known characterization of ultrabornological spaces 
[12, II, 1 35.7(6)]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Every holomorphically ultrabornological space is also 
ultrabornological and holomorphically bornological. 
PROPOSITION 4. A Frechet space is a holomorphically ultrabornological 
space. 
Proof Let f: U -+ F be a G-holomorphic mapping bounded on every 
fast convergent sequence of U. If f is not bounded on a certain compact 
subset K of U, then there exist a sequence (x,),, N c K and /I E CS(F) such 
that /?(f(x,)) > n, for every n E f+J. Since K is metrizable, we can obtain a 
convergent subsequence (x,~)~~ Nof (x,), which will be also fast convergent 
by [ 12, II 135.7(4)], and f is not bounded on this subsequence; this is 
a contradiction. Now, by [4, Proposition 61, E is a holomorphically 
bornological space and this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
.PROPOSITION 5. Let g: E -+ H be a continuous, open and surjective linear 
mapping. If E is, respectively, holomorphically ultrabornological, 
holomorphically barrelled, holomorphically bornological, Mackey-Nachbin, 
then H is, also. 
Proof We only consider the holomorphically ultrabornological case. 
The other cases are analogous and we shall omit their proofs. 
Let U be an open subset of H and f: U + F G-holomorphic and bounded 
on the fast convergent sequences of U. Consider f 0 g; obviously, f 0 g is G- 
holomorphic. Since g is linear and continuous, it is easily seen that if 
hl),E N is a fast convergent sequence in E, (g(x,)),, N is also fast con- 
vergent in H, hence we deduce that (f og(x,)),, wI is bounded in F. Con- 
sequently, the G-holomorphic mapping f 0 g: g-‘(U) + F is bounded on the 
fast convergent sequences of the open subset g-‘(U) of E, thus fog is 
amply bounded. Now, given /I E CS(F), y E U, and x E g- ‘( y ), there exists a 
neighborhood V of x contained in g-‘(U) such that /I 0 (fog) is bounded 
on I’, hence /I 0 f is bounded on the neighborhood g(V) of y, so f is amply 
bounded and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. The classes of holomorphically ultrabornological, 
holomorphically barrelled, holomorphically bornological, and Mackey- 
Nachbin spaces are stable under the formation of separated quotients, and 
hence of complemented subspaces. 
Let E[r] be a locally convex space and (Ei[zi], i E I) a family of locally 
convex spaces such that E= UiE,Ei. Suppose that E[r] is the inductive 
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limit @i.,Ei[zi] in the category of topological spaces and continuous 
mappings (i.e., r is the final topology of the family (Ei[zi], ie I)). 
PROPOSITION 7. Zf E,[T,] 1s a holomorphically ultrabornological space 
for every i E Z, then E[z] is a holomorphically ultrabornological space. 
ProojI Let f: U -+ F be a G-holomorphic mapping bounded on every 
fast convergent sequence of U. We set Ui := U n Ei and fi := f 1 U, for every 
i E I. We consider i E I. If Ui = $3, then fi is obviously continuous. If Ui # 0, 
then fi is a G-holomorphic mapping bounded on every fast convergent 
sequence of Ui. Since E, is a holomorphically ultrabornological space, it 
follows that f. belongs to #( Ui; F), hencefi is continuous on U n Ei. As U 
is an open set and E is the inductive limit bic,Ei[zi] in the category of 
topological spaces and continuous mappings, it follows that f~ %( U; F). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. Every Silva space is holomorphically ultrabornological, 
ProoJ: Since a Silva space E is the inductive limit of a sequence of 
Banach spaces (E,), E N with linking compact mappings then a subset A of 
E is closed in E if and only if A n E, is closed in E, for all n E N 
[ 10, p. 2671. The conclusion follows from the propositions 4 and 7. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 9. If in Proposition 7, r is not the final topology, then E[t] 
may fail to be a holomorphically ultrabornological space. For example, in 
Xx CCN) X being a non normable Frechet space, Barroso, Matos, and 
Nachbid construct a noncontinuous 2-homogeneous polynomial which is 
continuous on Xx @@) for all n E IV [(4), Remark 211. Thus the topology 
of Xx CCN) is not the final topology and, as they prove, this space is not a 
holomorphically ultrabornological space. 
EXAMPLE 10 (A holomorphically ultrabornological space which is not a 
Silva space). Let (Ei)i,, be a family of Frechet spaces, with card(Z) > 2”‘. 
We define +(I) as the subspace of nicIEi whose elements have its coor- 
dinates equal to zero for all but countably many ie I. Noble has proven 
[(5), p. 2701 that a subset B of $(I) is closed if and only if B is sequentially 
closed. If we set 3’ := (L c Z such that card(l) = N,} and we consider 
ni,,Ei included in the canonical way into $(I), we can assure that B is 
closed in t)(Z) if and only if Bn niGLEi is closed in nisLEi for every 
L E 9. Hence 1+5(z) carries the final topology of the family (ni, LEi, L E 9). 
Now, since nisLEi is a Frechet space for every LET’, then $(I) is a 
holomorphically ultrabornological space by Proposition 7. 
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Moreover, $(I) is not a Silva space since it is a proper dense subspace of 
ni,tEi and hence it is not reflexive. 
LEMMA 11. For a given family ,Ye X( U; F) the following are equivalent: 
(4 E is bounded on every finite dimensional compact subset of U 
(b) 2 is bounded on every fast convergent sequence of U. 
Proof (a)*(b). Let (x,),~ N be a fast convergent sequence of U, con- 
verging to x E U, then there exists an absolutely convex bounded subset A 
of E such that E, is a Banach space and x, converges to x in E,. Since 
~lUnE,={fIUnE,:f~~}c~(UnEE,;F)isboundedoneveryfinite 
dimensional compact subset of U n E, and E, is holomorphically barrelled 
[(4), Proposition 371, then zl Un E, is amply bounded hence z is 
bounded on the compact subset (x,),~ N u (x> of U n E,. 
(b) 3 (a). It follows from the trivial fact that every finite dimensional 
space is a Banach space. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition follows immediately from Lemma 11. 
PROPOSITION 12. For a given E to be a holomorphically barrelled space it 
is necessary and sufficient that, for every U and every F, we have that each 
collection SC &‘( U;F) is amply bounded if ,S is bounded on every fast 
convergent sequence of U. 
Now, we give two characterizations of holomorphically ultrabor- 
nological spaces analogous to the ones given in [(4), Propositions 54 
and 761 for holomorphically bornological spaces. 
PROPOSITION 13. A given E is a holomorphically ultrabornological space 
tf and only if E is a holomorphically barrelled space and, moreover, for every 
U c E, we have that each function f: U -+ @ belongs to X’(U) if f is 
G-holomorphic and bounded on every fast convergent sequence of U. 
Proof Assume that E is a holomorphically ultrabornological space. To 
show that E is a holomorphically barrelled space, it is enough to see, by 
Proposition 12, that z c Y?( U; F) is amply bounded if B is bounded on 
every fast convergent sequence of U. This follows as in [(4) 
Proposition 541 considering the mapping g: U + l”(Z, F) defined by 
g(x)(f) :=f(x), for XE U and feE. 
The rest of the proposition is obtained as in [(4) Proposition 543. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 14. A given E is a holomorphically ultrabornological space 
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tf, and only if, E is Mackey-Nachbin and, moreover, for every U c E, we 
have that each function f: U + C belongs to X(U) if f is G-holomorphic and 
bounded on every fast convergent sequence of U. 
Proof: Since every holomorphically bornological space is 
Mackey-Nachbin [ (4) Proposition 761, the necessity follows by 
Proposition 3. The argument for the sufficiency is similar to that of the 
proof of Proposition 76 of (4). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 15. Let E be a space such that for every U, each function 
f: U -+ 63 belongs to X(U) zff is G-holomorphic and bounded on every fast 
convergent sequence of U, the following are equivalent: 
(i) E is a holomorphically ultrabornological space. 
(ii) E is a holomorphically bornological space. 
(iii) E is a holomorphically barrelled space. 
(iv) E is a holomorphically infrabarrelled space. 
(v) E is a Mackey-Nachbin space. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let G be a dense vector subspace of E. If G is a 
holomorphically barrelled space then E is also a holomorphically barrelled 
space. 
Proof: Let U be a nonvoid open subset of E, and .? c R( U; F) a family 
bounded on every finite dimensional compact subset of U. We take 
PE CS(E) and x0 E U fixed, and we define for all fE X(U; F), 
~X(U--xO;E) by y(x):=f(x+x,) for all XEU-X~ and we set 
a:={y:feE}, V:=(U-x,)nG and f:={flV such that ye%}. 
Obviously f is contained in X( V; F) and is a family bounded on every 
finite dimensional compact subset of V. Since G is a holomorphically 
barrelled space, $ is amply bounded. Then, as 0 E V, there exist M > 0 and 
an open neighborhood of the origin W in E such that Wn G c V and 
(l?oJIV)(x)<M for all XE WnG and fez. Since W is contained in the 
closure of Wn G in E, we obtain p of (x + x0) = fi O?(X) < M for all x E W 
and fez. Therefore, p 0.5 is bounded on x0 + W and this completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 17. The above property holds for holomorphically 
infrabarrelled spaces. 
EXAMPLE 18. (A holomorphically barrelled space which is not 
holomorphically bornological). Let $(I) be the space defined in Exam- 
ple 10. This space is a proper dense subspace of niE,Ej. Take 
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x~n,,,E~\ll/(Z) and denote by P the linear hull of {x} u e(Z). By Exam- 
ple 10 and Proposition 13 $(I) is holomorphically barrelled. Now, applying 
Proposition 16 it follows that P is holomorphically barrelled. On the other 
hand, P is not a bornological space as Valdivia has shown (23). 
Writing this paper we have found in (19) this example in the case E; = d= 
for all ie I and I= R; there it is observed that +(I) is a Baire space (22), 
hence P is also Baire [ (18), p. 151. Thus P is holomorphically barrelled 
because Baire spaces are [(4), Proposition 373. 
In our next proposition we refine an argument due to Valdivia (24). The 
following result is needed: (a) Let E be an ultrabornological space, whose 
topology is not the finest locally convex topology, with dual weakly 
separable. Then if d = { Ai: i E Z> is the family of all infinite dimensional 
absolutely convex compact subsets of E, we have that card(d) = 2’O 
(see [24]). 
PROPOSITION 19. Let E be an ultrabornological and Bake space not 
endowed with the finest locally convex topology. Then there exists a proper 
vector subspace G of E such that every proper vector subspace H of E with 
G c H is a non ultrabornological Baire space. 
Proof Proceeding as in (24) it is enough suppose to treat E with dual 
weakly separable. 
We divide the proof in three steps: 
Step 1. Obviously E is infinite dimensional. We consider a sequence 
hl),, N of linearly independent vectors in E. Let { Ai: i E Z} be the family of 
all infinite dimensional absolutely convex compact subsets of E. We take 
the family 
Then card( f+J x I) = 2’O = card(Q), where 52 is the set of all ordinals with 
cardinal less than 2’O. Thus we can order the family A by 52, that is, 
Since EAz is an infinite dimensional Banach space it follows that 
dim E,,# 3 2’O, for every a E Q. 
Now, proceeding by transfinite induction, we can take y, in xnO + A, 
such that {y,} ( u x, : n = 1, 2,...} is linearly independent. Given a E Q, we 
suppose taken ys in x,~ + A,, 0 < fl< a, such that 
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is a family of linearly independent vectors in E. The cardinal of this family 
is strictly less than 2’O, therefore we can take y, EX,~ + Aim such that 
C, u { ya} is linearly independent. Thus we obtain the following family of 
linearly independent vectors 
Let B be a Hamel basis of E with Cc B. We denote by Ho the linear hull 
of B\{x,: n = 1,2 ,... } and by ZZ, the linear hull of ZZ, u (xi ,..., x,> for all 
nEN(. 
Step 2. We claim that if H is a proper subspace of E with H,, c H, then 
every absolutely convex compact subset of His finite dimensional and His 
not endowed with the finest locally convex topology. 
Suppose that there exists an infinite dimensional absolutely convex com- 
pact subset A4 of H. Then there exists ic Z such that M= Ai. Since H is a 
proper subspace of E and B\{ x,: n = 1, 2,...} c H, it follows that there 
exists m E N such that x, does not belong to H. Take REP such that 
x, = x,~ and Ai = AiT. Then y, E (x, + H) n H = 0, which is a contradic- 
tion. 
Since E is not endowed with the finest locally convex topology, there is 
an absolutely convex bounded, subset A such that E, is an infinite dimen- 
sional Banach space. Since for the Baire space E, , E, = IJ, E N E, n H,, 
there is a certain k E N such that E, n Hk is infinite dimensional. Therefore, 
E, n H,, being a finite codimensional subspace of E, n Hk, A n H is an 
infinite dimensional bounded subset of H. Thus H is not endowed with the 
finest locally convex topology [21, p. 641. 
We can conclude from (a) that H is a not ultrabornological space. 
Step 3. Since E= U,, N H, and E is a Baire space, there exists r E N 
such that for every nE N with n ar, H, is a dense subspace of second 
category in E and, consequently, by [(18), 1.2. Proposition 41, H,, is 
a Baire space for every n in N with n > r. Taking G = H,, the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 20. In every infinite dimensional Banach space E there exists 
a hyperplane H which is a non ultrabornological Baire space. Since every 
Baire space is holomorphically barrelled [(4) Proposition 373 and every 
metrizable space is holomorphically bornological C(4) Proposition 63, we 
have that H is an example of a holomorphically barrelled and 
holomorphically bornological space which is not holomorphically ultrabor- 
nological. 
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2. POLYNOMIALLY ULTRABORNOLOGICAL SPACES 
DEFINITION 21. A given E is said to be a polynomially ultrabor- 
nological space if for every m E N and every F, each m-homogeneous 
polynomial P: E + F belongs to 9(mE, F) if P is bounded on every fast 
convergent sequence in E, 
Remark 22. Aragona in (1) and (2), (see also Pombo [20]) gives the 
definitions of polynomially bornological (resp. infrabarrelled, resp. 
barrelled). This definitions are obtained changing in Definitions O(a) and 
O(b) E by U, a m-homogeneous polynomial P by f and Y(“E, F) by 
X( U, F) for every m E N. 
Remark 23. Every polynomially ultrabornological space is ultrabor- 
nological and polynomially bornological. 
PROPOSITION 24. Every (DF)-ultrabornological space is a polynomially 
ultrabornological space. 
Proof. Let P: E -+ F be a m-homogeneous polynomial bounded on 
every fast convergent sequence, and P the symmetric m-linear mapping 
from E” to F associate with P. Since E is (DF) and barrelled space it is 
enough to show that P is separately continuous. Now, the polarization for- 
mula assures that fixed x2 . . . x, in E the linear mapping U: E -+ F defined 
by U(X) := B(x, x2,..., x,) is bounded on every fast convergent sequence in 
E. Since E is ultrabornological, by [( 12), II. T[ 35.6.b] u is continuous. 
Q.E.D. 
As in the linear case we have the following Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 25. (a) Zf E is polynomially bornological and locally com- 
plete then E is polynomially ultrabornological. 
(b) E is polynomially ultrabornological, if and only tf E is 
polynomially barrelled and every m-homogeneous polynomial P: E + @ is 
continuous tf it is bounded on every fast convergent sequence of E. 
Proof. Since E is a locally complete space the locally convergent 
sequences are fast convergent and since for a given m-homogeneous 
polynomial to be bounded on compact sets is equivalent to be bounded on 
the locally convergent sequences, the part (a) follows. To prove (b) proceed 
as in the proof of Proposition 13. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 26. If {E, : n E N } is a sequence of Banach spaces such that 
one of them is infinite dimensional, then O,, wI E, is a polynomially 
ultrabornological space which is not holomorphically infrabarrelled [ (4) 
Ex. 65; 6-J. 
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EXAMPLE 27. The space H mentioned in Example 20 provides a 
polynomially bornological and polynomially barrelled space which is not 
polynomially ultrabornological. 
A given space E is said to satisfy the condition (D*) if every G- 
holomorphic mapping f: U + F such that &f(a) is continuous for every 
a E U and every m E N, is necessarily continuous. (see (1)). 
PROPOSITION 28. E is holomorphically ultrabornological if, and only is, it 
is polynomially ultrabornological and satisfies the condition(D*). 
Proof: The necessity follows from Proposition 1 (c) of (1) and 
Proposition 25. If f: U -+ F is G-holomorphic and bounded on fast compact 
subsets of U, then by the Cauchy inequalities dmf(a) is bounded on fast 
compact subsets of U for every a E U and m E N. Sufficiency follows from 
Remark 2. Q.E.D. 
Remark 29. Is easy to check that the stability properties given in 
Proposition 5, Remark 6, Proposition 16, and Remark 17 also holds for the 
polynomial respective classes. 
Remark 30. G’-spaces were defined by Aragona [ 1 ] to include certain 
classes of spaces of holomorphic germs on a compact subset endowed with 
the Nachbin topology. He proves that a G’-space is holomorphically 
infrabarrelled if and only if it is holomorphically bornological and if and 
only if it has the property (D*). Since every G’-space is (DF)-ultrabor- 
nological, it follows from Propositions 24 and 28 that a Cl-space is 
holomorphically ultrabornological if and only if it is holomorphically 
infrabarrelled. 
3. HOLOMORPHIC INDUCTIVE LIMITS 
Nachbin in (17) (Problem 3 “Holomorphy by composition”) posses the 
following problem: Let be given a family Ei, i E Z, of locally convex spaces, 
some locally convex space E, and a family gj E X’(Ei; E), i E Z. Find con- 
ditions on them, including strictly the Silva spaces, so that, for any F, 
U c E and f: U + F, then f E X( U; F) if and only if f 0 g, E X( Ui; F) for all 
ie Z for which Ui := (gi)-I( U) is nonvoid. Then it is said that E is the 
holomorphic inductive limit of Ei, i E Z, with respect to gi, i E I. We apply 
the holomorphically ultrabornological spaces to this problem and we 
obtain 
PROPOSITION 31. Let E(z) a locally convex space and a family E,(T,), 
ie Z, of locally convex spaces such that E = UiGI Ei. Suppose that E[z] is the 
locally convex inductive limit hi,, E,(z,) and that every fast convergent 
sequence in E(z) is contained and fast convergent in E,(z,) for some iE Z. Zf 
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E(z) is a holomorphically ultrabornological space, then E(z) is the 
holomorphic inductive limit of E,(zi) with respect o the canonical injections ji
front Ei into E. 
Proof Necessity being clear, let us prove sufficiency. Let f: U + F be 
such that fi := f 1 U, belongs to X( Ui; F) for every i E Z for which Uj is non- 
void, where Ui := U n E,, i E Z. Trivially, every finite dimensional subspace 
S of E is the linear hull of a fast convergent sequence of E, so S is 
contained in some Ej, and consequently f is G-holomorphic. 
We take a fast convergent sequence (x,),, rm of U. Then there exists iE Z 
such that (x,),~ N is contained and fast convergent in Ei and, therefore, in 
Ui. Now, since f 1 Ui is continuous, it follows that (f(x,)),, N is a bounded 
subset of F and E being holomorphically ultrabornological, it follows that 
f E X( U; F). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 32. Let E be a holomorphically ultrabornological (DFM)- 
space and (BJ,, N a fundamental sequence of absolutely convex compact 
subsets of E, then E is the holomorphic inductive limit of the spaces EBn. 
Remark 33. Consider the space $(I) of the Example 10. Since every 
sequence of $(I) is contained in rIieL Ei, for some L E 9, it follows that 
$(I) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 31. On the other hand, $(Z) is 
not a Silva space. 
As a consequence of Proposition 31 one can assure that a space E is 
holomorphicaily ultrabornological if and only if it is the holomorphic 
inductive limit of the spaces E,, B being an absolutely convex bounded 
subset of E such that E, is a Banach space. 
Remark 34. Proposition 31 also holds if we substitute “ultrabor- 
nological” by “bornological” and “fast convergent sequence” by “compact 
set.” But if a (DFM)-space satisfies this new assumptions it must be a Silva 
space [( 11) 4. Proposition 171. 
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